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Letter to Eva Groenke, November 1991

Nov 4/91

My dear Eva,

Thanks for your OCT 22/91 long letter. I thought you would go
to Madrid for the Mid East peace talks opening, to be near your
'magnet'  Gorbatchev.  I  hope  it  was  a  success  for  you.  I
happened to be in Madrid then for a short while, too: from early
morning  Monday  (OCT 28)  till  noon  on  Tuesday.  Had  not
much time for general sightseeing (not much time for sleeping,
either),  for  I  had  to  „work“  around  the  clock  to  help  in
counteracting a Dark Forces-organized very dangerous terrorist
disruption and assassination attemps.
Originally I was flown over for some routine courier-mission,

to deliver documents &  coded instructions to a 'go-between' fellow (most likely an
Earthman, like me, but could have been an E.T., too).

From the  airport  I  was  driven into  Madrid's  Center,  a  „safe-house“  near  PLAZA
MAYOR (all these meetings and transactions had to be done through pre-arranged
recognition signals  & passwords.  At the receiving end they had the code-keys to
decipher the instructions strictly for „their eyes only“.
Normally, my job is over at that point – but not this time, since something vitally
urgent came up, which required my full cooperation, too).
They equipped me with photo-ID press credentials, and sent me into the midst of the
milling  crowds,  police  check  points  and  road  blocks  surrounding  press-pools  &
facilities in hotel lobbies near the Royal Palace where the superpower VIPs were
transported for their appearences. 

My role was to play a „decoy“ by circulating in that vast center-of-action area, in
order to draw the the attention of opposition operators and make them follow me. On
purpose I had to let them 'discover'  the small auric-device on me for tracking the
opposition agents if stumbling into close range to them. The idea was to make their
'counter-detectors'  go  on  alarm  and  make  them  follow  me  –  which  helped  my
'shadowing' co-workers to follow them & monitor their contacts  & sources. Well, I
succeeded this fashion with 6 opporting agents that led my Space Federation team to
penetrate their network – and with appropriately  keyed psychotronic energy-beams
my team managed to make them act suspiciously to result in several arrests & special
weapons-seizures  by  the  local  authorities  or  the  Special  Security  Task  Force  of
International Counter-Terrorism.
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My ET friends asked me to play the 'decoy', for they would not want to expose any of
their  top  secret  operatives  –  and  I  have  been  already  known by  the  opposition,
anyway. And it all worked very well: The selective assassination of Gorbachev and
some VIPs, along with large scale mass-killings with mostly explosive devices  was
stopped and therefore a possible global war was averted.
For me it was a small price to pay by my role-playing circulation (mostly on foot,
very little rest, no private stuff; still I enjoyed seeing the historic buildings area, the
crowds and all the circus, enjoyed the romatic fun atmosphere of the Plaza Mayor – I
even  kept  hoping  to  spot  you  somewhere  in  the  midst  of  it).  It  was  fun  and
adventure, and very very tiring...

The action at the time of last summer's visits to the USSR – mostly Tbilisi – were
somewhat similar scenarios like in Madrid, except that I played much smaller roles.
There,  my ET friends were using the vibrations changing device (a  well  focused
psychotronic-beam projector with pinpoint accuracy which can be locked-in on the
auric-print  of  an even moving target)  to spoil  the Dark Forces linked Grey Ones
controlled  kidnappers and would-be assassins of Gorbatchev and others. The ET's
are not allowed to interfere with physical directness; however,  it's ok to spoil  the
Grey (or Black) opposition-manipulated interference.

Proxy-war by manipulation & counter-manipulation, that's what this is called. That is
why it appears to the public that human governments are doing the things (of course,
they  do  it,  on  the  surface.  But  behind  there  are  the  manipulating  ET  powers.
Personally, I know that I work for the Forces of Light, through my own ET friends
and assistants with fool-proof identities. But how much Bush knows about all this,
and which side he is truly on, I don't know.)

By the way, the threat of the 'Killer asteroid' approaching Earth is no big secret. There
were some leaks in spite of governments-imposed news-black out to avoid public
panic. All I learned that the Federation will definitely alter the asteroids course from a
collision with Earth. How soon is not decided yet – the Federation ET may want to
wait a while and see what Earth governments or Grey ones may want to do with this
impending catastrophe. But Earth officials know only about the news-black out and
might not like questions about it at any press-conference.

Re: Your past meeting two possible ETs in the Moscow Foreign office. You may be
quite  right,  but  there  is  no  record  of  the  event  in  the  Federation-files  as  I  was
informed by them. Could be a case of many ETs in the area at that time, but very few
reports on minor incidents.
Incidentally, in my USSR trips I was seldom near any office. My local contacts there
were in 'safe-houses' and supplying me with credentials if needed.
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Thanks for sending the pamphlet on Jan. 11/92  11:11 event. I appreciate it, for I can
send copies to some local friends here. Actually, I already heard about this upcoming
great event – but I believed it was already widely known all over. Besides, according
to my ET friends, for me personally there is a different avenue to my progress and
future ascension (only after all the Earth-work will have been done!), but I was still
ask to participate in the world-meditation with a small group whereever, or at least in
spirit. That I intend to do, as best as I can, looking forward to Jan. 11/92.

Regarding my possible  coming to speak at  UFO events  next  summer  in  Europe:
Would be nice to get invited by Hesemann, too, but not vitally important. Speaking at
Alfred's seminar in Austria (with your being there, and your possibly interpreting,
too) would be reason enough to go. So I would accept Alfred's invitation, but would
like to know  the date of the event, and have my hotel room and board reserved, along
with my round trip airfare paid (either by prepaid ticket from there or by sending
money here for me to buy ticket. 

I need to go to a Paris family-visit afterwards, so I'd like to have a built-info the ticket
stopp-off either in Paris or at least in Frankfurt, which is not far, and need to have
ticket and hotel  reserved in … (unreadable) at  least  3 month before the event in
Europe.  I  already  am  allowed  to  take  some  time  off  then,  but  exact  dates  are
necessary to adjust my other obligations and speaking-engagement plans around to
European trip. So please, let me know the dates (even if just approximately) so I can
have a general idea, also to have Alfred to send me some early announcement in print
– along with an official invitation from him if possible (or if you think it's necessary).

Otherwise, I am fine, living a quiet peaceful life (whenever not on an assignment). I
enjoyed the hot long summer we had here. Now it's turning quite cold for the winter
season,  but  I  still  like  to  take  long  walks  in  the  fresh  air,  for  reenergising  and
revitalising myself.
I guess, if all goes well, you'll be in Egypt on Jan. 11/92. In soul I will be there, too,
even if ...(unreadable).

Lots of love, Oscar
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